
the agency’s employees were sent home. But at the National Institutes 
of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, about one-quarter of the agency’s 
19,000 employees have kept working, keeping mice fed and cell lines 
growing. And 45% of workers at the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration in Washington DC have kept at it, largely 
because data collected by the National Weather Service are so crucial.

There is a veneer of continuity. But it is an illusion. Clinical trials will 
not begin. Grant applications will not be evaluated. Even grants that 
have been awarded are in jeopardy if the cheque was not in the post.

And the consequences are not confined to Washington DC.  
Websites used routinely in research are not accessible. Conferences in 
which government scientists have vital roles are either being cancelled 
or going ahead as pale shadows of what they ought to have been.

The ripple effects will get worse as the government misses lump-
sum payments to contractors. One casualty came on 4 October, when 
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, based in Charlottesville,  
Virginia, closed its radio telescopes. This week, an NSF contractor is 
preparing to evacuate research stations in Antarctica, putting an entire 
summer season of research under threat. By the end of the month, the 
operator of NASA’s most famous observatory — the Hubble Space Tele-
scope — will nearly have run out of money (see go.nature.com/smgwr1).

The public data collected at these facilities are used widely. Even 

scientists at financially secure institutions will soon find themselves 
missing a key tool or piece of data. In an interconnected world that 
relies on global collaboration, foreign scientists are not safe either.

Part of the frustration with the fiscal crisis is how manufactured 
it is. Republicans in the House of Representatives want to extract  
concessions on US President Barack Obama’s signature health-care 
law. Obama and the Democrat majority in the US Senate say that they 
will not be held hostage to these demands.

There are signs that the stand-off will persist until 17 October, when 
a new forcing factor would kick in: the government exceeding the 
amount of money that it is legally allowed to borrow. The economic  
consequences of not raising the debt limit are expected to be imme-
diate and catastrophic, and so the warring parties in Congress might 
finally be forced to compromise.

That would be welcome. The damage being done to science — the 
slow business of meticulous data gathering — is not as immediately 
apparent as in other arenas. But it is insidious. A missed moment 
in a data campaign may not reveal its importance until much later.  
A talented scientist, fed up with budget vagaries, might seek greener 
pastures. And an experiment not performed might seem to be no 
worse than an unasked question. For these reasons, we must all ask 
the US Congress: why are you doing this? ■

ANNOUNCEMENT

Launch of an online  
data journal
Everyone wants better ways to make research data available and 

to give more credit to the researchers who create and share data. 
But for a data set to be widely reusable, scientists need to know how 
the data were produced and what quality-control experiments were 
performed. They need access to detailed descriptions of the data 
outputs, file formats, sample identifiers and replication structure. 
This is hard work that is often poorly rewarded. As a result, poten-
tially valuable data sets go unpublished, or are not fully released 
to the public or not described in sufficient detail to permit reuse.

To address this need, Nature Publishing Group will next spring 
launch Scientific Data, an open-access, online-only journal for 
detailed descriptions of data sets (http://nature.com/scientificdata). 
This week, Scientific Data announced its first call for submissions 
(see go.nature.com/1gnd1j). The doors are now open for scientists 
to submit ‘Data Descriptor’ manuscripts — a new article type that 
is designed to describe scientifically valuable data sets in a way that 
will promote data sharing and reuse. 

Data Descriptor articles are fully fledged, peer-reviewed scientific 
publications, and will be listed in major indexing services, thereby 
giving authors the credit they deserve for sharing their data and 
making it usable by others. All Data Descriptors will be released 
under a Creative Commons licence that allows researchers to reuse, 
re distribute and remix the articles’ content.

The format of the Data Descriptor includes ‘Technical Validation’ 
and ‘Usage Notes’ sections. These will allow authors to character-
ize the quality of the data and to provide advice on their reuse —  
valuable information that does not always fit into traditional 
research articles. And, as is the case in other Nature journals, the 
Methods section will have no length limit, giving authors space to 
provide detailed, reproducible descriptions of their experiments.

Data Descriptors will link to both related journal articles and 
data files stored at data repositories, helping readers to navigate 
easily between research, data descriptions and the actual data. And 

each Data Descriptor publication will be supported by machine-
readable experimental metadata to help advanced users mine and 
search Scientific Data’s content. Metadata records will be curated by 
in-house staff to ensure consistent and useful annotation, and will 
be released in the ISA-Tab format (see S.-A. Sansone et al. Nature 
Genet. 44, 121–126; 2012).

Peer reviewers of Data Descriptors will focus on the technical 
rigour of the data-collection procedures, the completeness of the 
data and alignment with existing community standards. They will 
check that the data are indeed worth sharing, but will specifically 
be asked not to base their evaluations on the perceived impact or 
novelty of the findings associated with the data sets. Scientific Data’s 
editors have already conducted peer review of a small set of proto-
type Data Descriptor manuscripts, and have found that scientists 
adapt quickly to this different peer-review perspective. 

What Scientific Data will not be is a new data repository. Rather, it 
will promote and cooperate with existing community-based reposi-
tories, and will combat data fragmentation by ensuring that data 
sets are deposited in an appropriate repository. Scientific Data is 
also working with figshare and Dryad, two repositories that accept 
a wide range of research data types. Integrated data upload is already 
available with figshare — authors may deposit their data as they 
submit their Data Descriptor manuscript. Editors and referees will 
be given secure, confidential access to the data files through the 
figshare website, and the data will be made public when the Data 
Descriptor is published. 

Scientific Data will not be a place to publish new conclusions or 
hypothesis-driven analyses, and editors will ask authors to remove 
material that is beyond the journal’s scope. This will help to ensure 
that Data Descriptor publications can exist alongside and com-
plement primary research articles. Authors may publish stand-
alone Data Descriptors about data sets that have not been used in 
other publications, or Data Descriptors about data sets published  
elsewhere but for which a more in-depth description is merited.

Editors of Nature journals have agreed that prior publication of a 
Data Descriptor will not jeopardize publication of research articles, 
as long as those articles go beyond a descriptive analysis of the data 
and report major scientific findings. Scientific Data will initially 
focus on the life, biomedical and environmental sciences, but may 
in due course be open to a broader range of scientific disciplines. ■
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